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Dynamical Running Coding in Digital Steganography
Xinpeng Zhang and Shuozhong Wang

Abstract—A novel coding method for digital steganography is
described, in which the amount of bit alterations introduced into
a cover medium is significantly reduced, leading to less distortion
and enhanced security against steganalysis. Unlike other blockbased stego-coding approaches, the proposed method works in a
running manner. In this way, each secret bit is represented by a series of consecutive cover bits, and flipping of one cover bit can be
used to insert several secret bits. Theoretical analysis shows that,
by reducing host alterations and inducing less distortion, the running coding has advantages over a previous technique.

This letter proposes a different method of stego-coding that
is performed on a data stream derived from the host in a dynamical running manner. In this way, insertion and extraction
of each secret bit are carried out in a series of consecutive cover
bits. Using this stego-coding scheme, the number of cover bit alterations for data hiding is significantly reduced, leading to less
distortion, therefore enhanced security against steganalysis.

Index Terms—Encoding, information hiding, steganography.

II. DYNAMICAL RUNNING CODING

I. INTRODUCTION

P

ERFORMANCE of any steganographic embedding
scheme is evaluated primarily by its ability to evade
increasingly sophisticated steganalytic techniques, which aim
at revealing the presence of hidden information by detecting
the statistical abnormality of a stego-signal caused by data embedding [1], [2]. Generally speaking, the more the secret data
are embedded, the more vulnerable to steganalytic attempts a
steganographic system will be.
There are two approaches to improving steganographic security against statistical analysis. The first is to preserve, or compensate for the induced change in order to restore, the statistical
property of the carrier medium [3], [4]. The other is to reduce the
amount of alterations necessary to be introduced into the cover
signal for data hiding when the number of secret bits is significantly less than that of available host samples. For example, the
method proposed in [5] can conceal as many as
bits of data in a binary image block sized
by changing,
at most, two bits in the block. Matrix encoding [6], on the other
hand, uses less than one change of the least-significant bit (LSB)
pixels. In this way, the inin average to embed bits into
troduced distortion is significantly lowered compared to a plain
LSB technique in which secret bits are used to simply replace the
LSB plane. Further, some effective encoding methods derived
from the cyclic coding have been described [7], and the matrix
encoding can be viewed as a special case. In all the above-mentioned techniques, data embedding and extraction are performed
in a block-by-block manner, i.e., embedding/extraction operations in different cover blocks are mutually independent.
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In steganography, some designated space within the cover
signal is generally used to accommodate the additional message
to be conveyed in secrecy. For example, the entire LSB plane of
a cover image may be replaced with the secret data. In this case,
insertion of each bit causes a change of 1/2 LSB on average. We
will show that, if the available space in the host signal is greater
than that required by the secret bits, by using a dynamically
varying organization of the data, less alterations are needed in
embedding the same amount of secret bits; hence, less distortion
is introduced. In this way, each secret bit is represented by a
series of consecutive cover bits, and each available cover bit
also relates to several consecutive secret bits. In short, the secret
message is embedded as a data stream. This mechanism is very
different from some previous approaches [5]–[7], in which a
fraction of secret message is hidden into a block of host data.
So, we call the proposed method dynamical running coding. It
leads to improved security and, as a penalty, an increased amount
of host-data consumption since more space in the host must be
preserved, or “consumed,” to ensure correct embedding and extraction. In other words, the actual amount of secret data bits
is less than the amount of available host data
preserved in the
embedding process in which a large portion is in fact unaltered.
is the number of bytes in the case of LSB embedding. We
refer to the ratio
as the transmission rate and let
be a positive integer that is always greater than 1.
A. Case of
Assume that the secret message to be hidden contains bits:
, and the available host bits for carrying the
secret message are
, where is an integer power of 2
.
is first conA binary generating matrix sized
, assign all the elestructed. Denote the elements in as
ments in the first row as “1,” and make all the columns in
different. For example
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From the original host data and the generating matrix
culate

, cal-

mod
where
that the value of
bits

if
is determined by

(2)
. Equation (2) indicates
available host

. In the following, we will use a small
number of alterations in these available host bits to make each
equal to the corresponding secret . Let
if
if

(3)

The ratio between the numbers of flipped cover bits and of
the embedded bits , in other words, the average number of
cover bit alterations required for embedding a secret bit, is used
to indicate the performance of the proposed dynamical running
coding method. A lower means less distortion caused by data
embedding and, therefore, better security of the hidden message against statistical detection. Let us find the expectation of
the alteration rate. Since the data to be hidden
are usually encrypted before embedding, they can be viewed as
are also equally
a random bit stream so that the values of
distributed between 0 and 1. Because a “1” always begins a
that is a column of , this type of
sub-vector of a length
of . For each sub-vector
sub-vector occupies
, only one bit-alteration in the host data is
with length
made; therefore
(4)

Arrange all the to form a vector
, and
divide into a set of sub-vectors in the following way.
1) Scan the vector from the beginning to the end.
2) If the encountered bit is “0,” define this “0” as a sub-vector
containing only one element.
3) If the bit is “1,” define this “1” together with the following
bits as a sub-vector with a length
. Obviously,
the sub-vector in this case must be identical to one of the
columns in .
In this way, is segmented into a sequence of sub-vectors, with
or a
each being either a column of the generating matrix
single zero.
According to (2), flipping the value of available host
will change the value of
if
bit
. For example, with a generating
as given in (1), flipping of host bit
from 0 to 1
matrix
. Thus, we
or from 1 to 0 will change the values of and
can modify only one available host bit to change the values of
is
several . Assume that a sub-vector
identical to the th column of . This means that the vector
does not equal
. Flip
the value of available host bit
to make
identical to
, where
are obtained from the modified available host bits according
to (2). Therefore, secret data can be embedded using the same
operation for all sub-vectors that are the columns of .
Consider, for example, 40 available host bits for carrying secret message [0100, 0011, 1110, 0010, 1011, 1111, 1001, 0111,
0001, 1010] and ten secret bits [0 100 100 110] to be embedded.
, construct a genBecause the transmission rate
erating matrix as in (1). From (2), the vector made up of ten
elements is [1 000 110 001]. Comparing and the secret data,
is obtained. Append a “0” to the
a vector
end of , and segment it into five sub-vectors:
, [0], [0],
, and
. Note that appending a “1” is also allowable.
Using the rule of modification described in the above, the values
,
, and
should be flipped, leading to the stego-data
of
[0110, 0011, 1110, 0010, 1011, 1011, 1001, 0111, 0011, 1010].
In this way, 10 bits of secret data are embedded with alterations
of only 3 bits. On the receiving side, a simple calculation of (2)
can recover the embedded data.

B. Case of
If is not an integer power of 2, i.e.,
, a binary
generating matrix can also be constructed as follows.
.
1) Its size is
2) All elements in the first row are “1.”
are “0” where
, and all
3) All
are “1” where
.
4) The columns in are mutually different.
For instance

(5)

Similarly, and can be computed from (2) and (3). Segment the vector into sub-vectors in the following way.
1) Scan the vector from the beginning to the end.
2) If the encountered bit is “0,” designate this “0” as a subvector, and denote this type of sub-vector as SV .
3) If the encountered bit is “1” and the vector containing this
“1” and the following bits is identical to a column in ,
bits as a sub-vector, and denote this
designate the
type of sub-vector as SV .
4) If the encountered bit is “1” and the vector containing this
“1” and the following bits is not the same as any column
bits as a
in , designate this “1” and the following
sub-vector, and denote this type of sub-vector as SV . In
this case, the next sub-vector must start with a “1.”
Thus, a sub-vector contains only an element “0” or is identical
to a column of
or the first bits in a column of . For an
SV sub-vector, no bit-alteration in host data is needed. For an
SV or SV sub-vector, on the other hand, a flip of host bit
is made to embed the secret data.
For example, consider 60 host bits available for carrying
secret message [01010, 01011, 11110, 10010, 10111, 11111,
10010, 00111, 10001, 10100, 11100, 01000] and 12 secret bits
to be embedded [000 001 111 100]. Because the transmission
, construct a generating matrix as in (5).
rate
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According to (2), the vector is [001 010 110 111]. Comparing
and the secret data, the vector
is
obtained. Append a “0” to the end of , and segment it into
five sub-vectors [0], [0],
,
, and
. Here,
appending a “1” is also allowable. Using the rule of modifi,
, and
cation as described above, the values of
should be flipped. So, the stego-data will be [01010, 01011,
10110, 10010, 10111, 11110, 10010, 00111, 10001, 10000,
11100, 01 000]. In other words, 12 secret bits are embedded
with alterations of only three bits.
Now we calculate the expectation of the alteration rate.
As mentioned, a sub-vector following an SV must be SV
or SV . Therefore any sequence of sub-vectors between the
end of an SV and the end of the next SV must be in the
SV SV
SV SV . Denote the
form of
numbers of consecutive 0s and SV sub-vectors as and
, respectively. In the above example, the
SV SV (
,
pattern of the first four sub-vectors is
). Denoting
(6)
the probability of a sub-vector sequence with
sub-vectors, and an SV is

“0”s,

SV

(7)
For the sub-vector sequence, a total of
required for embedding

bit-alterations are
secret bits. Thus

(8)
C. Performance Comparison
Comparison of performance has been made between the running coding technique and the embedding method described in
[5], and the results are shown in Fig. 1. The abscissa represents the transmission rate, and the ordinate is the expectation of
the alteration rate. At any given transmission rate, the running
coding has a smaller alteration rate, therefore inducing less distortion, showing advantages of the proposed technique over the
previous technique.
III. DISCUSSION
The transmission rate has been assumed to be a positive integer in the above. If it is not an integer, one can perform two
running coding processes with different integer transmission
rates to accomplish the embedding. For instance, if the required
transmission rate is 3.4, one can carry out running coding with
to embed 60% of the secret data and another coding with
for the rest of the secret data. Thus, the total transmission
rate is 3.4 and the total alteration rate
,
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Fig. 1. Performance comparison between the proposed method and coding
method in [5].

where

and
are the alteration rates of running coding with
and 4, respectively. In fact, performance of the running
coding with noninteger transmission rates is given by the solid
curve in Fig. 1.
In the proposed running coding method, each cover-bit-alteration is used to embed several consecutive secret bits. This
implies that channel noise is fatal for secret data extraction
since any cover-bit-error will cause several bit-errors in the
extracted data. Therefore, applications of the running coding
scheme should be limited to noise-free environments only.
Hidden communication over the Internet can generally meet
the requirement, unless an active warden is present.
The running coding technique effectively enhances security
by reducing the amount of host data alterations and is independent of the selection of available host data. In other words,
the running coding can be used in conjunction with various
data embedding approaches, and both the application of running
coding and the selection of sophisticated embedding approach
contribute to the steganographic security. For example, when the
running coding is combined with the simple LSB replacement
method, a number of powerful steganalytic tools are still capable
of detecting the slight abnormality caused by data hiding. If, on
the other hand, an LSB matching technique that changes LSB
by randomly adding 1 to or subtracting 1 from the gray value of
a cover pixel, the steganalyst can no longer detect the presence
of hidden message, unless the percentage of modified pixels is
very high, which results in a detectable abnormality in the histogram of the cover image [8]. When the running coding method
is combined with an LSB matching technique with a low bit-alteration rate, steganalysis becomes very difficult. Furthermore,
in order to avoid potential risks, the data-hider can select a more
secure LSB steganographic technique such as that described in
[9] in combination with the running coding method.
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